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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the project</th>
<th>MoDo Project India – Mobile Documentary as a Development Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinating Institution</td>
<td>Metropolia University of Applied Sciences Ltd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives of the project (as indicated in the project proposal)

MoDo Project India – Mobile Documentary as a Development Tool addresses the educational sector's needs for developing new tools and working methods for education and international and local cooperation, which have been created by globalisation and the transformation of the media industry. The project's objective is to develop a new pedagogic tool for creating documentaries filmed with a mobile phone that have a developmental purpose and a narrative content.

The project's goals include mobility and networking, development-driven common study content, cooperation with the labour market and strengthening the status of women and girls using the means of storytelling.

The unexpected provides an added value which the local actors will take and apply in their own culture, and it will remain there permanently, developing the community.

During the project period, several development-driven, pedagogically and methodically experimental workshops are carried out and documented. The development work requires that the workshops are hold for both teaching staff and students. Between workshops, the pedagogic tool is analysed and further developed.

Achieved results and outcomes

The project's goals included mobility and networking, development-driven common study content, which all succeeded as basis of the project. Nine Finnish students took part in the MoDo workshop in Chandigarh, India, and twelve Indian students and two Turku UAS students in Metropolia UAS,
Finland. In the project the staff mobility was in total ten visits (six persons) from Finland to India and four visits from India to Finland.

The mobilities made it possible to achieve the objectives by meeting personally the cooperators, it was very important especially for the students. It made possible the deep learning experience

Activities carried out during the project

Altogether there were five workshops: Professors workshop in Chandigarh, students summer workshop in Helsinki, students preparing workshop in Helsinki, students workshop in Chandigarh, students workshop in Helsinki and Turku, workshop and method presentation in Chandigarh and Kurukshetra. Several mobile documentaries and cross media works were made during the workshops. The students were connected and planned their project works online between the workshops. The mobile documentaries were published in YLE Areena.

Future developments, resulting from the project

We use the results of the MoDo Project India by developing the pedagogical tool further in MoDo Project South Korea – Mobile Documentary Project as Learning Diving Experience. We use the workshop method in our teaching in Metropolia UAS and Turku UAS. In India they also use the pedagogical tool in their teaching.